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APOLOGY AND CORRECTION
GPOs and the Health Care Supply Chain: Market-Based Solutions and
Real- World Recommendations to Reduce Pricing Secrecy and Benefit
Health Care Providers
The article entitled, GPOs and the Health Care Supply Chain: Market-
Based Solutions and Real-World Recommendations to Reduce Pricing
Secrecy and Benefit Health Care Providers, authored by Carl A. Johnston,
Ph.D. and Curtis D. Rooney, Esq., which appeared in the Fall 2012 issue of
the JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY HEALTH LAW AND POLICY [29 J.
CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL'Y 72], had an erroneously mis-numbered
footnote. This footnote appears on page 82 of the Fall 2012 issue. While
the text has correctly numbered footnote 37, the footnote number appears on
the bottom of the page as number 39, instead of number 37. This footnote
states states "Interestingly, the CAF also serves an economic function. As
discussed in recent literature, transaction taxes tend to reduce price volatility
in a market by restraining speculation. In the GPO market, the extra cost of
the transaction fee may prevent hospitals from attempting to "arbitrage"
their discounts by, for example, re-selling products bought under their GPO
umbrella agreements to "free-riders" outside of the GPO system." We
sincerely hope that authors Carl A. Johnston and Curtis D. Rooney will
accept our apology for and correction of the error.
